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First of all, I would like to thank all our readers who have been
sending us donations. ABRUZZISSIMO Magazine is a free
publication, but we thrive to be the best, which means our small
team puts a lot of time and energy to prepare each edition. To
help us continue our work, please keep your donations coming
(click here to donate).
Autumn is always a special time in Abruzzo. The crisp mountain
air fills with the formidable sounds of deer mating calls. We tell
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you where to head to watch and listen to the deer. The town of
Casoli celebrates its patron saint, Santa Reparata, with feasts
and a special dessert – le totere – the recipe for which you will
find on page 27. In this issue we also talk about the old jobs that
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used to exist in Abruzzo: charcoal and sieve makers, donkey
farriers and lupin sellers. We follow in the footsteps of Leonardo
Da Vinci who, it seems, visited the Abruzzi at the end of the 15th
century. Stroll with us around the tiny hamlet of Azzinano di
Tossicia to admire its colourful murals and discover the history
of an M-shaped building in Pescara.
We have received some amazing photos for our competition,
Abruzzo in Photos, some of which you can see on page 5. To
enter the contest, send us your best snapshots to win a copy
of a history and art guide to Abruzzo.
If you have an idea for an article or want to write for the
magazine, please get in touch at editor@abruzzissimo.com.
So welcome autumn, settle in, and enjoy the latest issue of
ABRUZZISSIMO Magazine!

A presto,
Anna Lebedeva
Editor
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WHAT'S ON

October is unusually quiet this year, with
fewer visitors around and many local
religious celebrations and traditional food
festivals not going ahead. However, there are
still some exciting openings and events
planned for this month. All links are clickable
(hold Ctrl and click to open a link in a
separate window).

MAXXI L’AQUILA
After a long restoration, the magnificent
Ardinghelli Palace in L’Aquila finally opens
its doors. It will be home to MAXXI L’Aquila,
a contemporary art museum with a
permanent collection of masterpieces by
international artists, exciting temporary
exhibitions, and cultural projects. The
Russian Government donated €7.2 million
for the restoration of both the historic
building and the church of San Gregorio
Magno in the city. The museum’s official
opening is planned for October 30. For more
details, see the MAXXI L’Aquila website.

FOLIAGE DESTINATIONS
IN ABRUZZO

Montepulciano d’Abruzzo grapes are being
harvested this month. Some wineries invite
the curious — children and adults alike —
to participate in grape picking and pressing.
On October 4, the following wineries are
open: Villa Medoro in Atri, Vini Contesa in
Collecorvino, and Dora Sarchese Vini in
Ortona. On October 11, you can join San
Lorenzo Vini in Castilenti and Tenuta del
Priore in Collecorvino. Start with a simple
peasant breakfast and soak up the joyful
atmosphere of the harvest. Contact the
wineries to book your place.

EAT LIKE A SHEPHERD
Four restaurants in Teramo will offer typical
dishes enjoyed by local shepherds in the
old days. Every evening (and lunch on
Sunday), from October 8 to 11, celebrate
the traditions of the transhumance (the
seasonal movement of flocks) at Cipria di
Mare, Capolinea, La Cantina di Porta
Romana and La Stazione, which will serve
mazzarelle, pecora alla callara, gnocchi al
sugo di castrato, pasta alla pecorara and
other rich traditional offerings that are hard
to come by nowadays.
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By the end of the month, the mountains will turn
to a beautiful blanket of reds and golds as the
leaves begin to change. Some of the best spots
to admire the autumn foliage are in the Parco
Nazionale d’Abruzzo. The area around Civitella
Alfedena and Barrea is spectacular this time of
year. Hike the trails around the Riserva Naturale
La Camosciara and Val di Rose to see the
colourful mountains and valley. Keep an eye on
our Facebook page where we’ll be posting
photos and suggestions for the best foliage
hikes and walks.

GRAPE HARVEST WITH
WINEMAKERS

WHAT'S ON

DID YOU KNOW?
THE HIDDEN M

VIRTUAL COOKING
CLASSES
If you can’t visit Abruzzo this year, enjoy the
region’s traditional food without leaving your
home. Our sister company, Abruzzo With Gusto,
is starting online cooking classes in English
this month. You will connect with local cooks
who, via Zoom, from their kitchens, will teach
you how to cook cannelloni di scrippelle (rolled
thin crepes filled with cheese), agnello cacio e
ove (lamb with cheese and eggs), bocconotti
chocolate tarts and celli pieni grape jam filled
biscuits and other dishes. For children, there is
a virtual class on how to make pupa and cavallo
giant cookies. You can join an online group
class or plan a private virtual class with friends,
family or colleagues. For more details go to
Abruzzo With Gusto website.

CLICK HERE TO
DONATE

Address: Piazza Italia, 30, Pescara.
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If you enjoy reading the
magazine please
consider giving a small
one-off or monthly
donation to help us add
more in-depth articles
and pay our authors.
Every little bit helps!

The Government Palace (Palazzo del
Governo) in Pescara was built in the
shape of the letter "M" but to see it
clearly you would have to look from
above (or on Google Maps in satellite
view!). The Palace was designed by
architect Vincenzo Pilotti during the
Fascist Era, a few years after the
province of Pescara was born and the
city of Pescara merged with Castellamare. In those years, from 1927 to
1936, many public buildings were built
in the symmetric imposing fascist
architecture style to play on patriotic
fervour and demonstrate the absolute
rule of the State. In this case, it also
celebrates Benito Mussolini, il Duce
(from Latin dux which means “leader”)
as he was often called. As historical
pictures show, there used to be a
huge inscription “DVCE” on the main
façade of the palace facing Piazza
Italia and the town hall but it was
replaced by the sculptures representing the River, the Mine, Agriculture
and the Sea. The palace houses administrative offices of the Pescara
Province and a library. The impressive
entrance hall can be visited during
business hours.

ABRUZZO IN PHOTOS

WIN A COPY OF HISTORY
AND ART GUIDE TO ABRUZZO
Our competition "Abruzzo in Photos"
continues! To enter send us your
best shots of Abruzzo with a caption
explaining what the photo shows and
your name. Over the next three
months we will pick the best ones to
publish in the magazine and on our
Facebook page. The photo that
receives the highest number of likes
will win and its author will get the
beautiful latest edition of Abruzzo
History and Art Guide (in English) by
Carsa Edizioni.
Submit photos to
editor@abruzzissimo.com
(max. size 1MB each). Put "Photo
contest" in the subject field.

"From my balcony in Vasto".
By Carmine A. Iannaccone

Closing date: November 15

The Corno Grande peak seen
from Ornano Grande. By Jacqueline Cupello

Beach of Ripari di Giobbe, hamlet of Ortona (CH)
at sunset. By Giulia Pietrobattista
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Citta Sant’Angelo. By Marcelo Lutter-Paz

HISTORY

WHEN LEONARDO DA VINCI
CAME TO ABRUZZO
By Francesco Proia
Many historical clues tell us that the great Leonardo visited Abruzzo at the end
of the 15th century. What did he see and do here? What was the purpose of
his visit? Many aspects of his trip remain a tantalising mystery.
In May 1499, Leonardo Da Vinci was invited on
a trip to the Abruzzi. His friend Paolo Trivulzio,
a fabric merchant, was heading to the wild
lands of Abruzzo, which at the time were part
of the Kingdom of Naples. He was going to buy
wool in the city of L’Aquila, the most valuable
on the market at that time. Both Florence and
Milan had close business relations with the
Abruzzi, an important and one of the biggest
suppliers of raw wool.

INDUSTRIAL ESPIONAGE

Storm over a landscape, Leonardo da Vinci. Royal
Library, Windsor.

cherubs are still used as a motif on the famous
blankets from Abruzzo.
As it turned out, during that trip Leonardo also
visited Sulmona. Someone recognized the city
in one of his sketches (see above) preserved
in the Royal Collection owned by Her Majesty
Queen Elizabeth II, along with other drawings
of the mountains in which the mountainous
reliefs of the Morrone and Majella mountains,
as well as Gran Sasso, can be recognised.
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The journey ahead was not easy and Da Vinci,
who was 46 years old at the time, drew up
his will before leaving. Trivulzio had dozens
of trips behind him, but the precautions he
took were never too many. He did not stop
in busy towns, to prevent anyone from recognising them, figuring out what they were
transporting and where they were headed. He
also hired about twenty people for each trip,
who helped him to transport the Abruzzese
woollen blankets and ensured the safety of
the precious cargo. But that journey was
different. The fabric merchant did not just
come to buy wool — he had more ambitious
projects for his artist friend. Trivulzio wanted
to show the Renaissance genius Tarantam,
today's Taranta Peligna, the town where the
world’s best fabric weaving looms were made.
It was industrial espionage of sorts. Leonardo,
a gifted engineer, did not take long to
understand the innovative secret behind those
intricate weaving machines. Some historians
think that Da Vinci had to offer his sketches of
cherubs in exchange for the mechanical
secrets he managed to crack so fast. Those

HISTORY

Cherubs on a blanket made by Coperte Merlino
in Taranta Peligna

A proof of this trip is a manuscript by Leonardo Da Vinci, which tells in great detail his
journey to the Abruzzi. It was published
a while ago in a magazine, but no one knows
where it is now. It has to be noted that, for
security reasons, much of the material
referring to Leonardo does not say where it
comes from and where it is located. However,
the fact that the manuscript is also mentioned
in the book Bibliotheca Leonardiana, a volume
of over 2200 pages written by Mauro Guerrini
and edited by Augusto Marinoni and Carlo
Pedretti, all experts on the life of Da Vinci,
makes us believe that the manuscript about
Abruzzo really exists.

It is not certain, but there are also some clues
telling us that perhaps Da Vinci also stopped
near Lake Fucino. According to some
scholars, during the journey back from
Sulmona to Rome, Leonardo went to see the
grandest hydraulic construction of antiquity,
the tunnels built by ancient Romans 1500
years earlier in an attempt to drain the lake

Apart from the assumption that a genius
engineer like Da Vinci could not have missed an
opportunity to see the Roman hydraulic system,
there is another clue that makes us think that he
may have stopped in Celano. The Lauri Code, one
of the three apograph manuscripts of Leonardo
da Vinci's A Treatise on Painting, appears to have
been written on paper produced in the famous
and prestigious paper mill of Celano. In those
years, the paper from Celano was highly valued
for being whiter compared to other, more ivory
kinds, because it was washed with non-ferrous
waters of the lake. I use the word “appears”
because the priceless copy of the treatise,
owned by the Lauri family from Pescara,
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A STOP IN CELANO

(see the article about Lake Fucino in the August
issue of ABRUZZISSIMO Magazine). A few years
later, Pope Leo X commissioned Da Vinci to carry
out a project of drying up the Pontine Marshes
and the port of Civitavecchia, as he
was the only one fit to the grandiose plan.
Leonardo presented his studies to the pontiff,
including a bird's-eye view plan of those lands.
This drawing is also preserved in Windsor Castle.
Unfortunately, a few months later the pope died,
and his successor did not want to take on the
ambitious project which remained only on paper.

HISTORY

Fresco in the Palazzo Torlonia

has never been published. Only a few scholars
of the scientific committee who are dealing
with the analysis of the work have seen the
watermark of the Celano paper mill on it.

MYSTERY IN THE PALACE

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
Palazzo Torlonia is open to public from
Monday to Friday. Free entrance.
Address: piazza Torlonia, 91, Avezzano.
Francesco Proia is a journalist and director
of www.marsicalive.it. He has written Il
Principe del Lago, a book that talks about
Da Vinci’s trip to Abruzzo and his connection
with Torlonia. His other books are Lake Dust
(in English) and Polvere del Lago.
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But Leonardo and Fucino are not only linked by
the Lauri code. There is also a painting that
can be seen in the Palazzo Torlonia in
Avezzano. At the entrance to the palace, above
a fresco depicting the Celano Castle
overlooking Lake Fucino, there are three faces,
in an order that cannot be considered random:
Julius Caesar, Leonardo Da Vinci and
Alessandro Torlonia. One wonders what Da
Vinci is doing in the residence of Prince
Torlonia? Roman emperor Caesar was the first
man who came up with the idea of draining
the lake and Alessandro Torlonia, one of the
richest men in Europe, drained the Fucino, the
third biggest lake in Italy, in 1878. Torlonia
finished what the ancient Romans started
building on the grandest hydraulic construction

of antiquity. Even today, over a century after
the drainage, the incredible reclamation
project still reigns over the waters of Fucino,
which otherwise would return with all their
force. But why is Leonardo’s face between
these two? Maybe we should ask who really
is behind the greatest hydraulic work found
in Abruzzo: Caesar, Torlonia or Leonardo
Da Vinci?

TRADITION

SIEVE MAKERS, DONKEY FARRIERS
AND LUPIN SELLERS: JOBS AND
TRADES FROM THE PAST
By Luigi Braccili
For centuries, every village and town in Abruzzo had artisans specialising
in certain crafts. Many trades have disappeared, others exist to this day.
Below are excerpts from a book by Luigi Braccili talking about some of them

SIEVE MAKERS FROM THE
VALLEY PELIGNA
The job of sieve makers (setacciari), who
craft sieves for producing fine flour, still exist
in the Valley Peligna. The use of this ancient
tool, which in the past could be found in every
home, is diminishing as today we can buy
pre-packed flour in shops and supermarkets.
But there are still some people who take their
grains to a mill and sift the flour using various
sieves with a different size of wire gauze
depending on the type of flour they want to
produce.
This was because the housewife wanted to
choose, according to her preferences, the
right type of flour for making pasta or bread,
and set aside the coarse parts (tritella) for
wholegrain pasta and bread.

Setacciaro. By Vito Giovanelli

OMBRELLAI FROM SECINARO
AND PRETURO
Nowadays you rarely hear the shout — once
commonplace — of the “ombrellaroo!” with the
long final “o”, followed after a brief pause by
an announcement in dialect: “assètte pure li
maccarunare” (loosely translated as “also fix
pasta makers”).
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The few artisans, mostly elderly, who still
make sieves choose a certain type of
plywood that curves well. Plywood bending
is done by a fire or by applying heat. Once it
is curved into a circle, a wire mesh is
attached. Different types of mesh are used.
Sieves with a tight weave mesh serve to
produce fine flour (fior di farina), while ones
with a wider mesh make mixed flour. In the
old days, sieve makers were both artisans
and sellers, taking their product to markets
and fairs; today, of course, these tools can
be found in household goods shops and at
peddlers’ stalls.

TRADITION
CARBONAI FROM PETTORANO
SUL GIZIO
“Mountain dwellers and woodsmen” were the
words that in the past were attributed to carbonai
(charcoal makers) from Pettorano sul Gizio.
There was no qualification of artisan for the job,
probably because it was considered very hard,
almost at the limits of forbearance. There are
many aspects involved: cutting the wood,
chopping it, arranging and then slowly burning it.
After that, there is transporting the final product
to sell to shops and at markets.

Ombrellaio. By Vito Giovanelli

There are only a few left, but these humble
artisans originating from Secinaro and Preturo
still go around to villages. Apart from fixing
umbrellas and pasta makers (chitarra), they
also put back in order beach umbrellas, sun
loungers and metal tubs used for doing
washing by hand.

Ombrellai know how to fix maccarunari (or
chitarra), pasta making tools that every house
in our region has. A chitarra is a rectangular
frame made from beechwood with tightly
strung steel strings on both sides. On these
strings a thin sheet of dough is laid and rolled to
cut it into strips of pasta. The pressure which
the housewife applies to roll the dough often
breaks the strings and this is when the humble
skills of an ombrellaio become indispensable.

Charcoal has not completely disappeared,
however. Although banned as a means of
heating, it has remained in the kitchen for grilling
meat and fish. This niche in the market keeps
the tradition alive in the mountains of Abruzzo.
Every year, in December, the carbonai gather in
the main square of Pettorano sul Gizio for their
festival of polenta. They distribute to tourists
what used to be their staple food: polenta
rognosa with pieces of sausage. The dish that
in the past was a symbol of their poverty has
become a famous local attraction.

FARRIERS FROM LANCIANO
When donkeys, mules and oxen were used as
means of transport, farriers (i maniscalchi) were
in high demand. Without the metal shoeing for
hooves, the harness animals couldn’t walk and
would have to remain in the stable.
The farriers’ job was considered difficult and
even dangerous because of the animals’ reaction
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Umbrellas break easily, especially the small
hinges that hold the internal metal stretchers.
They are not thrown away but put aside while
waiting for the shout announcing the arrival of
the repair man.

The age of gas stoves which arrived in our
kitchens in the 1940s made us forget about
charcoal once necessary for cooking and heating
cold rooms. It hit the carbonai of Pettorano sul
Gizio hard, who were forced to change their
trade. Many of them, unwilling to move away
from the woods where they used to work for 10
hours daily making charcoal, became wood
cutters.

TRADITION

Mules carrying wood. Scanno, 1950s

during the fitting. Only the best blacksmiths
could become farriers. They knew how to make
good shoeing and how to fit it well, so it lasts
and doesn’t hurt the animal. It was said that
well-made shoeing meant that the animals
could work longer and better.
Farriers continue their trade today. Although
oxen are not used anymore for transport, in
some mountain areas, especially in the province
of L’Aquila, mules and donkeys are still used to
transport wood to small villages. They are also
in demand in horse stables and farms. They are
well-known for their skills in Lanciano, the
equine city par excellence.

Lupinari grew, processed and sold lupin seeds.
There are two different types of lupinari in
Abruzzo: the coastal variety from the area
around Francavilla and the ones from the
mountains in the vicinity of Assergi. Lupin (the
scientific name Lupinus albus) needs a lot of
attention when cultivated. The legume is slightly
bitter and the difficulty in its preparation is
softening that bitterness without making it

In Francavilla, dry lupin seeds in jute sacks
are immersed in shallow sea water, one
attached to another with a strong rope. The
soak helps soften the bitter note and there
is no need to add salt to the seeds, as they
are seasoned naturally in the sea water.
In Assergi, lupins in jute sacks are soaked in
the cold waters of the Aterno River where
they are left for several days. After that, lupin
seeds are cured in fine salt. The salty note
makes the bitter taste less accentuated.
Many lupin sellers, the famous fusajari in
Rome, come from Abruzzo because our
lupinari are considered to be among the best.

Translated from Quegli Strani Mestieri
nell’Abruzzo di Un Tempo Che Fu by Luigi
Braccili (1991, Adelmo Polla Editore) with
permission from Adelmo Polla.
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LUPINARI FROM FRANCAVILLA
AND ASSERGI

completely disappear. Two different
methods exist for soaking the lupin seeds,
one on the coast, the other one in the
mountains.

PLACES

THE PAINTED HAMLET
OF AZZINANO
By Anna Lebedeva

Set against the dramatic backdrop of the Gran Sasso mountain range, the
hamlet of Azzinano di Tossicia, in the Teramo Province, is home to an
open-air art gallery. Most houses here are decorated with colourful murals
depicting street games that local kids used to play once upon a time.
Azzinano is the birthplace of Annunziata Scipione, one of the most
famous Italian naïve artists, who inspired the idea of an open-air
gallery in 2001.

Today, the hamlet of fewer than 100
people hosts around 60 works by some
of the best Italian naïve artists.
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The old part of the hamlet is abandoned today,
as the buildings were damaged by the earthquakes
in 2009 and 2016.

PLACES

A mural by the great Annunziata Scipione, who is
often called a “peasant artist.” Secretly, she taught
herself to paint at the age of 44.
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New murals are added every few years to the hamlet’s
collection during an annual festival, “I Muri Raccontano”,
that takes place in summer.

Schoolchildren from all over the region visit Azzinano as
part of their study curriculum to see the murals and
learn about street games from the past.

PLACES

Nascondino (Hide-and-Seek) mural by
Iago Barbieri, 2002
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A bettune e testa o croce (Buttons) mural by Franco Mora 2009

PLACES

A DISTILLERY THAT
BECAME A CULTURAL HUB
By Maria Giovanna Palermo
Many know Aurum, the golden-yellow orange-flavoured liqueur
made in Abruzzo, but few are familiar with the story of the
magnificent distillery in Pescara where it was produced.

Ex-Aurum distillery in Pescara

in the shade. It was meant to be part of a
There is no other factory in the world as
elegant and grand as the ex-Aurum in
that forms a ring behind the façade. Why
would an industrial plant have such an
extravagant design?
Before Pescara became a city, there was
Kursaal, a two-storey building in Italian
Liberty style near a pine grove, today’s
Pineta Dannunziana. It served as a
meeting place for locals returning from
the beach and looking for a place to stroll

never realised. In 1919, the engineer
Amadeo Pomilio opened his distillery,
turning the building into a laboratory for
production of Aurum. His business grew
and in the 1930s he decided to expand
the factory.
It was not an easy task: creating new
spaces while preserving the main building
of Kursaal and keeping the new
construction in harmony with the
environment and its natural beauty.
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Pescara. Just look at the amphitheatre

bigger project for a sea resort, which was

PLACES

The amphitheatre with a concert stage

supermarkets and wine shops in Abruzzo
and across the country.

Another important thing that had to be
taken into account was the owner’s desire

Ex-Aurum, as locals call it, hosts many

to open the factory for cultural events in

cultural events and open-air concerts in its

summer months. That’s why the new

beautiful amphitheatre hidden behind the

construction was made in the shape of a

main façade. The building is open to the

horseshoe in exposed brickwork, without

public for free visits every day (opening

big contrasts with the grand façade or

hours vary depending on the season). For

dissonances with the pine grove around it.

details check the Aurum La Fabbrica Delle

Inside the circular structure there were

Idee website.

spaces for the liqueur production as well
as concerts, exhibitions and theatrical

IF YOU GO

performances. It was the only factory that
was also designed to be a cultural hub —

Across the road from ex-Aurum, is

World War II, the factory was gradually

the Pineta Dannunziana Natural Reserve,

abandoned and stood crumbling for

with a pond and pleasant walking paths

decades.

in the shade of pine trees.

In 2007, an ambitious restoration project

The reserve’s 35 hectares are all that

brought the magnificent structure back

remain from a pine forest that used to

to life. Owned by the Province of Pescara,

stretch over 3000 hectares and was known

once again it became the city’s most

since the 8th century as a safe harbour

exciting cultural hub and one of the most

during storms.

impressive examples of industrial architecture in Italy. The Aurum brand was sold
to a bigger company and the liqueur is now

Maria Giovanna Palermo is an art historian

produced in by Illva Saronno company in

and certified tour guide. Follow her

Northern Italy. It can be bought in most

Facebook page Sull’Arte.
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and its success was immediate. After

LIVING

DRAWN BY A PILE OF
ROCKS ON THE INTERNET
By Linda Dini Jenkins
London-born Lorelei McConnell is re-inventing herself in Abruzzo with
the help of its traditions and history, remarkable landscape and
the gentle, genuine, and generous people who live here.
Lorelei never saw the inside of the house
before she bought it. Her estate agent didn’t
even want to show it to her. It was twilight,
and she was on her way to the airport to go
back home to Cape Town. But it sang to her,
even in the half-light. She put a €1.000
deposit down and boarded the plane. That
was in 2006.
The house, located in Roccafinadamo, near
Penne, borders the National Park of Gran
Sasso. It was deemed “historic, but not
habitable” and required a raft of permissions from the three abutting provinces
(L’Aquila, Teramo and Pescara) which took
more than three years to procure. She
started in earnest on the “pile of rocks” in
2011 and finished “L’Rocca” in 2016.
While the house was being brought back to
life, Lorelei rented a flat at the bottom of
the road and simply put her stuff in storage
the moving van delivering her belongings up
this hairpin-turn road; it requires some time
and a beverage!
At the time, Tuscany and Umbria were

“She really was a pile of stones,” says
Lorelei. “Luckily there are two double brick
vaulted rooms, and the beauty and integrity
of the construction had prolonged one side
of the house's life. My architect felt that
these alone could date the house as being
350 - 400 years old.”

PILGRIMS’ REFUGE

already priced out of the market, and she
looked into Le Marche. But then she saw

The house was a former refuge for Pilgrims

that little pile of rocks on the internet . . .

traversing the Appenines from Rome to Atri.
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for three years. You have to ask her about

Lorelei McConnell

LIVING

The ruin that Lorelei bought

There is a huge iron cross on the hillock
opposite the house, and when you cross over
from Gran Sasso you can immediately see
the cross with the naked eye. That was the
destination marker, so travelers would know
that the refuge lay below the hillock.

“Once you’ve found out that sort of provenance
and history and family connection, you’re
totally committed! It’s not just the financial
investment, it’s giving the house life again,
hopefully for another 400 years, long after I'm
gone!”
Lorelei took the restoration of the glorious
pile of stones seriously and enrolled in a short
course in the restoration of historic stone

IN LOVE WITH ABRUZZO
But it’s not just the house that keeps Lorelei
here. She has fallen for Abruzzo – hard.
“Abruzzo gives me everything I could hope
for,” she beams. “There’s the extensive
mountains of Gran Sasso and the Maiella,
the beautiful Adriatic Coast, the ancient
trabocchi, the transhumance, poetry, lakes,
mountain refuges and its passionate
people.”
She says that she loves that the region is
genuinely undiscovered, unexplored, and
therefore maintains its authenticity. “Here
there are cities and villages that are not
hounded by tourists and, most importantly,
do not pander to the tourist trade. And
honestly, once you’ve experienced the full
and gorgeous seasons here, there’s no going
back.”
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Her architect believes that a wealthy Pilgrim
commissioned those vaults, since they are
quite unique and of rare construction. The
original floors upstairs were huge stone slabs
found in the local fields. “The house itself,
either as a refuge or barn, has had five family’s
worth of ownership, and my builders managed
to trace all the families over the decades,”
explains Lorelei. Two of the families still live
within eyesight and the others, once they heard
that the house was being rebuilt, have visited
over the years.

buildings in order to understand how to
point all the stone walls, inside and outside.
“It included everything: rebuilding stone
walls, churches, restoring bridges and the
flora and fauna that inhabit the stone: plant
life, bats, lizards, scorpions. Stone is a living,
breathing material so I really needed to
learn as much as I could to get it right!”

LIVING
If you get the sense that Lorelei is an
adventurer, you’d be right. Before coming
to Abruzzo, she lived in a little fishing village
called Kommetjie near Cape Town, South
Africa. Why? She arrived there after an
around-the-world yacht race (she was also
delivering yachts from France to Croatia
and Greece) and just fell in love with the
landscape. When her children, who were in
UK schools, complained that the commute
was just too far and begged her to find some
place in Europe to live, she chose Italy. She’d
fallen in love with it during her yacht-delivery
days.

OVERCOMING OBSTACLES
With no experience of Italian before she
arrived, and myriad permissions to procure,
there were plenty of obstacles in the
beginning. “I would almost throw up at
the thought of having to speak Italian,” she
laughs. “But exposure and the people guide
you through the fear. They are kind and not
critical. They offer suggestions and ways of
expressing yourself.” She says Abruzzesi
people are curious, responsive, and genuinely
interested in why you are investing your time,
heart, money, and future in their country.
Patience, tolerance, stubborn belief and
passion all play their parts in overcoming
these obstacles according to Lorelei who took
The vaulted ceilings in the house

The house after the restoration

all this on as a single woman. Although
retired now, she still helps people on their
yachts, either delivering them from one port
to another or just sailing around the Greek or
Italian islands. During the summer she rents
the house out on Airbnb and goes exploring
new places. “I have a couple of mountaineer
friends and I join them on their adventures.
We’ve been wolf trekking, bear watching and
hiking and I might try a bit of snow trekking
this winter.”

Linda Dini Jenkins leads small tours to Italy
and blogs about travel at
www.travelitalythewriteway.com.
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To those who are thinking about moving to
Abruzzo, her advice is to be prepared to fall
slowly, deeply, and convincingly in love. “Be
prepared to be enveloped in a way of life that
is not familiar. And be open to experience
things that will make you shed a tear of
humbleness, joy, and sometimes disbelief in
the beauty before you.”

OUTDOORS

CALL OF THE WILD
By Michelle Reid
As summer starts to fade and autumn slowly appears, there are so many
things to appreciate in the wilds of Abruzzo. The dramatic annual deer
mating rut is one of them.

Red deer (Cervo nobile). Photo by Mauro Cironi

chocolate by the fire after a day in the hills.
In September there is change afoot, you can
smell it in the morning and evening air. It’s
also a time where you can physically see
and hear nature changing. The leaves put
on beautiful shows of colour from golds
and yellows through orange to bright and
deep reds. The Morrone and Majella
mountains become a vast, natural display
of great vibrant swathes of colour. Birds
start their winter migration, the Marsican
bears start their preparations for
hibernation, and something stirs in the
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September is one of my favourite months
of the year. To be honest, I always love the
changing of the seasons at any point of the
year — nature’s way of marking time — but
autumn always brings my favourite change.
Summer draws to a close and flows
seamlessly into autumn time. The days
may still be warm and sunny, but as the
nights draw in and the shortening days
bring colder weather, the mornings and
evenings have a cool freshness that bring
relief from the intense heat of summer.
The ushering in of autumn evokes images
in my mind of the weeks to come —
chestnuts roasting on street corners,
crunchy frosted grass underfoot, long

walks through multicoloured leaves and hot

OUTDOORS
animal kingdom. But one of the truly
fascinating natural events to witness at this
time of year has to be the deer rutting. The
drama and noise of the rut, so named from
the Latin verb rugire meaning to roar, are
unforgettable natural wonders — a true call
of the wild.
One of the most spectacular places to
witness this natural phenomenon takes you
on a stunning walk through mountain
meadows and high elevation beech
woodland, to a high point above the plains
of Campo di Giove, with a backdrop of
Guado di Coccia and the Majella mountain
range. Last autumn, in the company of our
guide Marco Carafa, from the Majella
National Park, we were lucky enough to
spend a chilly, but beautiful evening listening
to the mating calls of the red deer — Cervo
nobile to use their Italian name — a
cacophony of sound that echoed all around
the mountain valley.

THE TRAIL
This route is suitable for anyone of average
fitness, with 175m of ascent/descent across
the full 7.5 km route.
Driving from the village of Cansano on the
western edge of the Majella National Park, take
the SP 55 provincial road that heads towards
Pescocostanzo. After approximately 6.5 km on
the left-hand side of the road, at the point of a
hair pin bend, is a small layby/track junction
area (enough to park 2 to 3 cars end to end).
There is also a small Majella Park information
board and the standard Italian Alpine Club (CAI)
red and white signs announcing the start of CAI
Path 4, indicating route (sentiero) O1: 20 mins, Il
Monte: 1 hr, Sentiero O3: 1 hr 30.
Follow the path along the track, which is easy
enough and well-marked, and find yourself at
first crossing through mountain meadows,
which are starting to turn back to their lush
green after the scorching summer. Look out for

Red deer. © Umberto Esposito - Wildlife Adventures
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OUTDOORS

Two red deer stags fighting. © Umberto
Esposito - Wildlife Adventures

Marco explained, “At this time of year
and throughout late September and
October the male deer will be competing
for females. The stags will try and make
themselves look bigger than their
opponents and charge back and forth in
an impressive display of strength and
power to win a female mate.” And there
we stayed for an hour or so, just watching,
listening and revelling in the wonder of
nature. Then to finish our adventure, as
night was falling, we donned our head
torches and retraced our route back to the
car, on a forest night walk that everybody
loved.
Michelle Reid is an Abruzzo-based
translator, blogger, outdoor and modern
history enthusiast.
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the various signs of wildlife as you make
this an all-round nature experience. We
spotted wild boar tracks, bear fur on a tree
trunk where a bear had been scratching its
back (in true Baloo from the Jungle Book
style) and wolf pellets full of hair amongst
other signs of wildlife. The meadows lead
you into the stunning beech woodland,
typical of this area of the Apennines, where
the light filtering softly through the trees
and the multicoloured leaf floor beneath
your feet set the scene, right out of Peter
Jackson’s Lord of the Rings trilogy.
Continue along the path for approximately
1.5 km, and reach a junction. Take a left
turn here and keep following the path in a
shallow descent through the beech woods.
Exit the woodland into the brush and the
sides of the path become edged with ferns.
After approximately 2km, turn
off the path up to slightly higher ground, just
50 or so metres from the path itself. From
this higher vantage point the view opens up
across the plain in Campo di Giove to the
Majella mountains and Guado di Coccia.

At this point we settled in, waiting for dusk
to come — and then it started. Slowly at
first, but surely, the sounds of the deer
mating calls began echoing across the
valley all around us. From our viewpoint
we could watch the dramatic deer rutting
happening in the meadows just a short
distance below us as the male deer vied
for the attention of the females.

OUTDOORS

Photos from top down: Female red deer,
© Mauro Cironi; Deer stag drinking, © Mauro
Cironi; Stag rutting, © Umberto Esposito

WHERE TO LISTEN TO DEER
MATING CALLS
Apart from the itinerary described above,
you can hear and, if you are lucky, watch
deer rutting in the area around Goriano
Valli and Beffi, Barrea, Valley Giumentina
and Monte Rapina.

Wildlife Adventures offer excellent two-day
tours in the Parco Nazionale D’Abruzzo
(some English spoken).
Mauro Cironi of Discover Abruzzo offers
private and small group tours (he speaks
some English) in Goriano Valli, Parco
Sirente-Velino and Parco Nazionale
D'Abruzzo. Contact him at 0039
3396931376.
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You can join organised small group tours.
Majambiente runs evening walks in midSeptember-October.

FOOD & WINE

BEST EATS

IL TORCHIO — A LOCAL GEM
FOR POLENTA
By Karen Hundeby
Travellers to Italy have likely sampled polenta
(boiled cornmeal). It’s possibly the first known
cooked food — made by the Sumerians, who are
considered the creators of civilization.
Indisputably, polenta is considered an Italian
staple, typically characterized as rustic food. In
the past, Italian carbonari (charcoal makers),
suffered extreme and extended conditions to
manufacture charcoal, working in camps at high
altitudes. Large amounts of high calorie staples
were paramount to adequately sustain
themselves: hard cheese, pancetta and fresh
eggs, when available, to make a carbonara sauce.
Polenta was a lifeline for the carbonari of
Pettorano sul Gizio and an important part of their
history. For 58 years, Pettorano has hosted a
polenta festival to celebrate its ancestral
connection to the traditional dish — and one of
the village’s restaurants, Il Torchio, is the best
place to fill up on hearty polenta.

Il Torchio is situated behind a stunning Roman
fountain, and has an ancient torchio per vino
(wine press) inside the restaurant, hence the
name. The star menu items are two polenta
dishes, methodically cooked and coaxed into
shape inside massive antique copper pots.
Polenta rognosa, minced pork sauce, pecorino
cheese and pork sausages and mugnoli, with
sautéed local greens, are both gastronomic
delights. The centuries-old recipes are
meticulously executed and have been guardedly
passed down the family line. Perhaps both
polenta dishes are best shared to allow room
for some of the other choices, too. There is an
extensive menu: lamb, veal, pork, delicious local
cheeses, pappardelle al cinghiale (pasta with
wild boar sauce), mugnele e chezzerieje
(gnocchi with vegetables), chitarra al ragu di
maiale, (pork sauce with zucchini and saffron).
Many pleasures to savour, with an average wine
menu.

Il Torchio
Address: Pettorano sul Gizio, Piazza Rosario
Zannelli, 14. Tel.: 0039 333 640 3577. Opening
hours: Every day 12pm – 2.30pm, 6pm – 10pm.
Follow Il Torchio on Facebook.
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Personable service and consistently delicious
meals have kept our family going back to Il
Torchio since 1999. Michele and his daughter
Milena, the charming chefs, are passionate
about their homemade polenta. Every year,
during Pettorano’s festival, they make delicious
polenta rognosa in huge copper cauldrons to
feed hundreds of hungry guests.

WINE

ABRUZZO'S FORGOTTEN GRAPE
By Anna Swann
For centuries, the ancient white grape variety
called Montonico has delighted wine
connoisseurs. The first mention in a historic
document dates to 1600 when the white grape
variety was widely cultivated around the
modern day Bisenti, in the province of Teramo.
The Napoleonic forces stationed in the area
at the end of the 18th century enjoyed “petite
champagne,” as they called Montonico, for its
elegant bouquet and acidity levels similar to
the famous bubbly. For a while, it was grown
across the region and shipped in great
quantities to the north of Italy and abroad.
In the 1960s came the decline in production,
with just a handful of farmers in Bisenti and
Cermignano keeping Montonico in their
vineyards for family consumption.

Every year the town of Bisenti celebrates
Montonico at a small lively wine festival held
in October. It is almost impossible to find
Montonico wine outside of Abruzzo, so if
you want to try it you have to come to the
region or contact the producers directly to
discuss shipping options. Here are my
favorites:

Characterised by mellow notes of
fresh grass and a marked acidity.
Drink young or after a few years in
a cellar.
Price €12.
Buy from Winezon.it or directly from
Vini La Quercia.

PRETONICO MONTONICO
SUPERIORE ABRUZZO DOP
(AZIENDA AGRICOLA CICCONE)
A limited production of just over
1000 bottles a year. Delicate fruity
notes. Great paired with fresh
cheeses or a light risotto.
Price €15.
Buy directly from Azienda
Agricola Ciccone (minimum
purchase 6 bottles).

EMOZIONE N°1 MONTONICO IGT
COLLI APRUTINI (FRANCESCA
VALENTE)
A light fresh wine with beautiful
notes of hay and wildflowers.
Price €11.
Buy from Abruzzowithlove.it or directly
from Agricola Valente.
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Because of its thick skin, the grape is
especially good dried. Bunches are left to
hang from the beams or in a cellar drying
naturally from late October until Christmas.
Today, the grape variety is registered as a
Presidia Slow Food and only three winemakers
produce Montonico at a commercial level in
the province of Teramo. It is a hardy vine that
can resist harsh winters, the cold winds from
the Gran Sasso mountains and thrive in a poor
pebbly soil even at 500 meters above sea level.
As the cultivation is slowly growing, producers
are starting to experiment, making excellent
passito sweet and metodo classico (as
méthode champenoise is called in Italy) wines.

SANTAPUPA MONTONICO
SUPERIORE DOC (VINI LA
QUERCIA)

RECIPES

SAFFRON PASTA WITH
A SEAFOOD SAUCE
By Emanuela Trotta
The chitarra, a wooden frame with strings (chitarra
= guitar) tool used to cut pasta is an old symbol of
our Abruzzese cuisine. For this recipe, I used a
chitarra with the tightly spaced strings to make a
thinner, more delicate pasta called chitarrina.
Pasta alla chitarra (pasta made with the chitarra
tool) can be dressed with a wide variety of sauces,
from the traditional lamb ragù to a sauce with
porcini mushrooms and truffles or seafood, with
or without tomatoes.
I want to share a recipe of pasta alla chitarra with
a cuttlefish and shrimp sauce. I have added
another typically Abruzzese ingredient here —
the precious saffron of the Navelli plain, which
gives a beautiful colour and flavour to the pasta.
I always find inspiration in my grandmothers'
dishes — which remind me of my childhood and
big family lunches — but I like to add a creative
twist. So I often use natural ingredients, such as
tomato paste, spinach, pumpkin or saffron for
colouring home-made pasta to personalise the
traditional recipes.

INGREDIENTS
Makes 4 servings
For home-made pasta:

For the sauce:
400g cuttlefish or squid, washed and cleaned,
400g shrimp, washed and cleaned, 2 tbsp
chopped vegetables (celery, onions and carrots),
1 garlic clove, 1 tsp cornstarch (optional), fresh
parsley, olive oil, salt and pepper to taste, a
splash of white wine, 2-3 tbsp fish stock.

Form a small mound of flour with a well in the
middle. Add the eggs, oil, salt and saffron diluted in
a spoonful of warm water. Mix the ingredients with
a fork and knead until you get a smooth and homogeneous dough.
Leave the dough to rest for 30 minutes. Heat some
oil in a frying pan and sauté the chopped vegetables
and garlic for a few minutes. Slightly increase the
flame and add a splash of wine and cuttlefish, and
sauté until it starts turning golden. Season with salt
and pepper and add the shrimp. Cook for only two
minutes. Throw in the fish stock and, if you feel the
sauce is too watery, thicken it with cornstarch
dissolved in half a cup of cold water.
Roll the dough with a rolling pin into a thin sheet and
cut out rectangles. Place a piece on the chitarra and
roll the pin over, pressing it hard enough to cut the
dough into square long spaghetti. Cook the pasta in
lightly salted boiling water for 3-4 minutes. Throw it
in the pan, tossing it for a second or two to dress
with the seafood sauce. Serve hot.
Emanuela Trotta is an Abruzzo-based food writer and
food stylist who works with various Italian
magazines.
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400g durum wheat semolina, 4 medium eggs,
1 small pack of powdered saffron, 1 tbsp olive
oil, a pinch of salt.

PREPARATION

Photo by Julian Civiero

RECIPES

A SMALL PASTRY WITH
A LONG HISTORY
By Anna Swann
Casoli, a small hilltop town in the
Province of Chieti, is home to delicious
totere casolane, a local cone-shaped
crunchy pastry filled with luscious
custard. No historic documents exist to
confirm the origins of this sweet treat,
but the local story goes that over a
century ago a pastry chef, inspired by
recipes from Naples, created le totere
for one of the town’s cafes frequented
by the rich and famous.
Over time, the little cones have become
Casoli’s specialty, with local housewives
making them by the thousands for the
town’s festivals. Although you can find
this traditional dessert in some restaurants and agriturismi for most of the year,
the official opening of the “totere season”

is October 7, when the town celebrates
its patron saint, Santa Reparata, with
religious services and feasts. They are
also made for Christmas celebrations,
all the way to the end of January. Le
totere are so popular that you will find
metal cone forms for making them in
many shops locally and some jewellery
stores even make tiny totere-shaped
pendants in gold and silver.
Below you will find a recipe for le totere
that Claudia Travaglini from Agriturismo
Travaglini generously shared with
ABRUZZISSIMO Magazine. You can
taste le totere in the agriturismo from
October to January but they also make
them for special occasions throughout
the year.
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RECIPES

TOTERE CASOLANE
INGREDIENTS
Makes 30-35 totere

For the cream:
6 eggs
16 Tbsp sugar
5 Tbsp flour
1liter whole milk
Zest of one lemon

PREPARATION
Make the Cream:
Whisk eggs with sugar and flour. Pour milk
in a pot and bring it to boil. Remove the
formed foam and add the eggs, briskly
whisking constantly.
Lower the flame and cook the custard, stirring with a wooden spoon until it is thickened
and not letting any lumps form. Add lemon
zest and let the custard cool.
Make the Pastry:

For the pastry:
500g white flour
3 eggs
130ml olive oil
3 Tbsp sugar
Olive oil for deep-frying

Whisk eggs with sugar and oil. Place the flour
in a mound on a worktop. Create a well in
the middle of the flour mound. Add the eggs
in the centre of the well. Knead the dough
gently until it doesn’t stick to the surface (add
more flour if needed). Cut it into four portions
and roll them one by one into thin sheets
(about 1mm).
Totere casolane are made using special
metal cones. Wide strips of dough are
wrapped around them and they are deep-fried
in olive oil for 2-3 minutes until golden. The
pastry shells are left to cool and the metal
cones are taken out after that. To get an idea
how they shape the pastry in Casoli watch
this video.
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Unless you have relatives in Casoli, you won’t
find the metal cones forms easily, so experiment with other methods: you can bake
pastry shells in a round waffle maker or in
the oven and roll them into cones while they
are hot and soft. Ideally, they should be about
5”(13cm) long. Fill the cooled pastry cones
with the custard before serving.
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